IBM FHIR Server
Consistent, reliable
healthcare data
management
With IBM® FHIR® Server, you can build a reliable and
securable foundation for data interoperability at your
organization. Use IBM FHIR Server to process and
maintain healthcare data in an industry-standard
format that frees your data from silos and helps
you uncover insights to achieve your goals.

The journey to interoperability
Accessing relevant electronic health information has been harder than
it needs to be for too long. Between proprietary formats, unintegrated
systems, and the need to meet different sets of laws and regulations,
healthcare organizations face many significant challenges when it
comes to improving how data flows through their systems.
Yet many organizations recognize that improving data accessibility
and interoperability are vital for delivering top-quality services and
the best patient outcomes possible. Governments have recognized
the importance of interoperability as well, and new mandates, like the
Interoperability and Patient Access rule from the Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services (CMS), have led providers, payers and other groups
to start transforming their digital systems.
Aside from meeting mandates and requirements, healthcare
organizations have also recognized that interoperability helps them
get the most out of their healthcare information technology investments.
By using solutions like IBM FHIR Server to make data from those
records accessible in a secure and HIPAA-compliant way, organizations
can open more doors to new capabilities – like AI and advanced
analytics – that can help them find valuable insights and improve
clinical or operational performance.

Open source innovation at enterprise scale
The IBM FHIR Server is an open-source Java solution designed
to support the validation, storage and retrieval of healthcare data
according to the HL7® Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources
(FHIR) specification. IBM FHIR Server is a core component of
IBM Health Data Connect, which is a collection of capabilities
designed to help drive smarter insights from data, analytics and AI.
IBM FHIR Server is also available as a fully supported enterprise version
that includes enterprise-grade support as well as maintenance and
supported upgrades. The enterprise version is deployed on Red Hat®
OpenShift®, which is a platform that can simplify many deployment
and maintenance processes in different cloud environments. You can
deploy the enterprise version in the cloud environment of your choice
or in an on-premise installation. There are also opportunities to combine
the enterprise version with other healthcare data services, such as
IBM Watson® Annotator for Clinical Data.

Which version of IBM FHIR Server will work best for your
organization? Open source or enterprise?
Yes

No

Do you have full-time developers
on your staff with FHIR experience?

You can choose either version. If you choose the
open source version, please consider becoming a
project contributor or submitting feedback to the
IBM FHIR Server team.

Choose the enterprise version so your team can focus
on building solutions for your organization instead of
maintaining infrastructure.

Do you have an operations team
with experience deploying and
operating solutions in Kubernetes?

You can choose either version, but remember that
if you use the open source version you will be fully
responsible for supporting and maintaining your
deployment of the IBM FHIR Server.

Choose the enterprise version so you can
take advantage of the operations built into
the IBM FHIR Server Kubernetes operator.

Do you need to maintain the IBM
FHIR Server in an on-premise
installation?

You can choose either version, but you might find
the expert support provided with the enterprise
version especially useful if your environment has
unique configuration needs.

You can choose either version, but keep in mind that
the enterprise version is built on OpenShift, tested
on leading cloud platforms and provides improved
stability.

Will your organization need swift
support response times if an issue
arises with your IBM FHIR Server?

Choose the enterprise version so you can receive
prompt support and troubleshooting assistance if
an issue occurs.

You can choose either version. Support for the open
source version is currently provided through the
project repository, so response times will be highly
variable and depend on the maintainers’ availability.

Does your organization want to
use IBM Health Data Connect or
other IBM Watson Health tools for
analyzing the healthcare data in
your IBM FHIR Server?

Choose the enterprise version so our team can help
you select tools and services, such as IBM Watson
Annotator for Clinical Data, that can help you
achieve your goals.

You can choose either version, but keep an eye on the
IBM Health Data Connect website to learn about new
tools and innovations as they become available.

What you could do with IBM FHIR Server
The IBM FHIR Server provides a central hub for your healthcare data
that can be secured and accessed through a RESTful application
programming interface (API). With IBM FHIR Server, healthcare data in
the standard FHIR format can be retrieved by other authorized services
and applications. Here are just a few examples of the paths that data
could travel:

Payer to member
Many people are demanding more price and records transparency. To
help members access their data and use it to make effective decisions,
payers could use the IBM FHIR Server to provide a central access point
for authorized vendors or members themselves to access records.

Provider to payer
Prior authorization continues to be a struggle for many providers and
payers. If a provider was requesting approval for an elective hip surgery
and the payer needed additional images, clinical notes or other records
to make a decision, the provider could give the payer authorized access
to their IBM FHIR Server to retrieve as many additional records as they
need.

Payer to payer
When a person moves from one health plan to another, their records
often don’t go with them. That makes it hard to create a comprehensive
history of the care that person has received. With technology like the
IBM FHIR Server, payers could offer members an option to transfer
records electronically when they move to a new health plan.

Provider to clinical researcher
If a hospital wanted to identify and mitigate common causes of
readmission, they could send data from their IBM FHIR server to a
local or remote de-identification service that anonymizes private health
information. With a streamlined anonymization process, the hospital
could pass that data to researchers, and they could provide the hospital
with relevant, timely insights.

Payer to auditor
Audits for payers are necessary but time-consuming. With the IBM FHIR
Server to make their data more accessible, auditors could spot check
records and make requests without requiring as much coordination with
the payer.

Clinical researcher to clinical researcher
Organizations that do healthcare research need securable ways
to collect and organize research data that contains sensitive health
information. With IBM FHIR Server, a research organization could
configure the server to the specific compliance structures they need
to follow and bring together data from multiple different sites or
sources across their organization.

Provider to patient
Patients benefit from having access to their health information, whether
they need it to share with multiple providers or get reminders about
prescriptions. Providers could give patients the option to authorize
access to their data in the IBM FHIR Server and provide services to help
them maintain their health.

Organization to vendor
With FHIR as the new industry data standard for healthcare, tools like
AI algorithms for radiology or annotators for extracting key clinical
information are being designed to be compatible with FHIR resources.
Organizations with data standardized in the FHIR format and ready to
be accessed in the IBM FHIR Server could have more options to take
advantage of emerging advances in data analysis and analytics.

Key features of IBM FHIR Server

Why you should choose IBM FHIR Server

–
–
–
–
–
–

Consistency
IBM FHIR Server has a custom persistence layer that uses specific
capabilities in databases to improve data access. The technical team for
IBM FHIR Server used their deep knowledge of database technologies
to create a solution that provides consistent processing and validation
of FHIR resources. That design makes the FHIR Server a good long-term
choice for organizations that want health information technology that is
consistent and dependable.

–
–
–
–

High-performing data ingestion and search response times
Minimal search delay after data ingestion
Bulk data import for FHIR resources in NDJSON format
Fast bulk data export for exporting large amounts of data
Search-based export for exporting specific data
Customizable search behavior that can help control
storage costs
Advanced query support
Support for common implementation guides (US Core,
DaVinci and more)
Integrated auditing with options to use CADF or FHIR
AuditEvent formats
Tunable logging

High performance
In performance tests of data ingestion, interoperability and search
speed, the IBM FHIR Server outperformed a competing open source
Java solution in all three tests. The FHIR Server moved clinical data
faster and moved larger amounts of clinical data at high speeds.
That performance could ultimately result in faster turnaround for
test results, eligibility requests, prior authorizations and many other
healthcare requests that depend on information exchange between
multiple groups.
Enterprise support
The enterprise version of IBM FHIR Server is fully supported with
expert troubleshooting and maintenance assistance from IBM Watson
Health. Clients who choose the enterprise version will also have access
to automated upgrades and other professional services to help them
get the most out of their investment. This support helps healthcare
organizations focus less on routine maintenance and more on the goals
that matter most to them.

Three ways IBM FHIR Server outperformed a competing
open source Java solution
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Read the full report here →
Take the first step in your interoperability journey.
Schedule a meeting to learn more or visit
https://www.ibm.com/products/fhir-server

About IBM Watson Health:
IBM Watson Health® is a data, analytics, and technology partner for the
health industry. Supported by the innovation of IBM and intelligence of
Watson, we are committed to helping build smarter health ecosystems.
Through the combination of our deep industry expertise in health,
data and analytics, actionable insights, and reputation for security and
trust, Watson Health is working together with its clients and partners
to help them achieve simpler processes, better care insights, faster
breakthroughs, and improved experiences for people around the world.

